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weight of the cinchonamine nitrate. Tbe precipitate is dried 
ut 100° and weighed, being perfectly pure. 

Cinchonamine nitrate has the formula: 
C1.H •• N .O,NO.H. 

Its high molecular weight is advantageous for the deter
mination of nitric acid, as 359 parts cinchonamine nitrate 
represent 54 parts nitric acid, 101 potassium nitrate, .01' 82 
parts calcium nitrate. 

In tbis manner the author has determined the nitric acid 
contained in natural waters in the state of nitrates, probably 
as calcium nitrate, lind bas obtained at different times per
fectly accordant results. For well waters he evaporates 1 
liter of the sample to dryness, takes up the residue in alco
hol at 40' per cent. and expels the alcohol by evaporation in 
the water batb. Tbe aqueous solution resulting from this 
treatment contaius all the nitrates as well as a certain quan
tity of chlorides. The analysis is continued as indicated 
above. 

For determining the nitrates contained in plants the pro
cedure is �lightly modified. The plant is triturated and ex
hausted with blliling water. Tb e liquid is evaporated to the 
comistence of an extract and redissolved in alcohol at 40 per 
cent. Tbe alcohol is expelled by evaporation on tbe water 
batb, and iu the liquid resulting the cblolides are eliminated 
by the addition of a small quantity of neutral lead acetate, 
any small excess of which is removed by means of a few 
drops of sodium sulphate. Iu the filtrate the nitrates are 
determined as above.-Oompte8 Rendus; Ohem. New8. 

DISTILLATION UNDER ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE. 
ALL distillatory apparatus consist of two parts-�Jlle in 

which the heat is applied to the body to be distilled and va-

A simple arrangement of tbis kind is not adapted for ma
terials that have a low boiling poiut, since a large proportion 
of the vapors escapes, and makes its exit through the neck 
of the receiver, which is kept hot by the vapors coming 
from the retort. The following, which is just about as 
simple, is a much more perfect arrangemeut. 

The narrow part of the retort is fixed into the neck of a 
long, tubular receiver (Fig. 2) by means of a (;'Ork which it  
traverses. Tbis annular cork exactly closes the space between 
the neck of the retort and that of the receiver. On another 
hand, in the tubulure of tha receiver there is fixed, by means 
of a cork, perforated and arranged like the preceding, a long 
and narrow glass tube. 

When the retort has been filled wHh the substanee to be 
distilled, and placed upon a furnace covered with wire 
gauze, the receiver is immersed, as above stated, in cold 
water. The vapors that are formed become cooled in tra
versing the elongated neck of the receiver and are thorough
ly condensed in tbe immersed part, provided the ebullition 
is not too rapid. In this latter case, the narrow tube, which 
presents the ouly open orifice, becomes heated, and indicates 
to the operator that the fire must be moderated. 

The inconvenience of every apparatus of tbis kind is that 
the vapors which enter the receiver are not compeUed to 
impinge against the sides, and may go directly to the exit
tube, or, in other words, the refrigeration is not methodical. 
Moreover, th..l refrigerating surface continues to diminish 
in measure as tbe receiver fills. .F'inally, if the receiver 
breaks, the entire distilled product comes in contact with 
the water. Despite these disadvantages, the rapidity with 
which such apparatus may be arranged causes them to be 
frequently employed. 

The use of refrigerators permits of an exacter and more 
methodical condensation of the vapors. Theseare arranged 
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DIFFERENT FORMS OF DISTILLING APPARATUS. 

porized, and the other into which the vapors that are form- as follows: The two orifices are placed in contact by means 
ed enter in order to undergo the refrigeration that condenses of a rubber tube, of from 3 to 4 cm. in length, into one end 
tbem. The simplest of tbe respiratory apparatus used in of which is introduced tbe neck of the retort. C (Fig. 3), and 
laboratories (Fig. 1) consists of a retort into which is intro- into tbe otber the tube of the refrigerator. The latter being 
duced tbe liquid to be distilled, and which is placed upon a held in an inclined position by means of a clamp, a current 
furnace. The neck of this fits into that of a sphere whose of water traversing it from top to bottom, and a bent tube 
opening must be wide enough to allow tbe orifice of tbe re- being adapted to its lower extremity, the free extremity of 
tort to reach the spherical part of the receiver. Finally, the the bent one is fixed into the flask that is to collect tbe pro
spbere dips into a vessel full of cold water, and is cooled on duct.. We may also suppress the central tube of the refrig
its external surface by a wet cloth. The beated mixture be- erator in the flask, F, kept inclined. To facilitate this ar
gins to boil, and its vapors, escaping from the retort, cool rangement, tbe neck of the retort is cut at a point wbere it 
and condense upon the cold sides of the spherical receiver. has the same external diameter as the tube of the refrigel'aTbis latter Iierves at once as a refrigcrator and a vessel for tor, and is then bordered with a lamp. Again, if tbe dif
receiving tbe distilled product. ference between the diameters is considerable, we may, by 

In tbe heginning, the empty receiver weighs less than the means of a lamp, draw out sligbtly the one of the two tubes volume of water that it displaces, and tends to float. It is that is tbe larger, and cut it at the proper point to obtain an 
often kept ill the water by placing a weight (a brick, for equality in the diameters. Finally, we may solder to tbe 
example) upon the top of its spherical part and upon the extremity of the refrigerator a cylindrical tube, 2 or 3 cm. 
sides of the vessel containing the cold water. The want of in diameter and 6 or 7 in length, into wbicb is fitted the stability of this much used arrangement makes it unrecom- neck of the retort previously provided with a cork. This 
mendable. It is preferable to make use of a lIufficiently latter contains an aperture running in the direction of its beavy ring of lead into whicb the neck of the receiver may axis, and the whole is arranged so as to form a tight be introduced, and wbich may rest upon tbe latter's bulge. joint. . 
Upon fixing a similar ring under the receiver, the latter will When the substance distilled attacks cork and rubber, the 
be prevented from turning laterally and even from getting neck of thlJ retort is drawn out to a sufficient length to allow broken. 'fhe water ill. the external vessel is renewed so as the tube that terminates it to enter the refrigerator to some 
to keep it cold. depth. The rubber with which the two parts of the appa-
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ratus are connected is thus nearly out of tbe range of the 
vapors. 

It is very evident that the retort may be replaced, and ad
vantageously too, in many ca�es, by any otber spherical ves
sel with a narrow neck. In tbis case tbe receiver is closed 
(Fig. 4) by a cork or rubber stopper containing an aperture 
that is traversed, through slight friction, by a glass tuhe. 
This latter is so bent that the angle formed by its two 
branches shall correspond to the inclination that is given to 
tbe refrigerator. Tbe external extremity of the tube is con
nected with the refrigerator by means of one of the arrange· 
ments described above for the neck of the retort. As for tbe 
intefllal extremity, it is well, especially if the tube is narrow, 
to bevel it off so as to facilitate tbe flow, drop b.y dmp, 
of tbe condensed liquid which accumulates therem, and 
wbicb, wilhout such a precaution, might be carried along 
by the vapor toward the refrigCl'ator. 

Moreover, in the case of a liquid that would attack the 
joints, the ben t tuhe that fits into the neck of the receiver 
way be that of the refrigerator itself.-Science et Nature. 

HOW SHOULD A HORSE BE SHOD? 
SECRETARY RUSSELL, of the Massachusetts State Board of 

Agriculture, rece)jtly delivered an address in which he spoke 
cbiefly on the subject of preserving the hoofs of horses. In 
olden times, he said, the Romans did not use the horse for a 
draugbt animal to the extent he is )jow used. Anotber 
reason why barefooted horses were possible is tbat the 
ancients of history occupied no part of the earth where the 
ground for a quarter of the year was frozen or covered with 
solid ice. Horse shoeing originated with the nations of the 
North, and was probably first devised by the German races 
where the earth WllS hard, rugged, frozen, or covered witb 
ice much of tqe time. We shall find that economy in the 
use of the horse is the underlying reason for horse shoeing. 
Doubtless the horses of Rome suffered extremely at times 
for want of shoeing. A Roman gem ill a Paris museum 
shows that tbe Roman soldiers carried leather buskins to 
slip on wben the borse's foot was worn off. Tbe JapanEse 
use plaited straw on the hoofs of their p onies, and under 
such protection the hoof soon restores itself. They had 
generations of horses that were never shod, and we make a 
mistake in comparing our horses with theirs. A distin
guished naturalist, on this platform, recently showed that 
be had overlooked this maHer of heredity. Here we are 
the inheritors of a thousand years of defects of the feet and 
weaknesses of tbe hoof from disuse. If he had said, begin 
now and in a few hundred years you may bave horses that 
need no shoes, he would have been nearer the fact.. Xeno
phon must have been aware that even with the system in use 
in his day all borses' feet were not sound, else why did he 
tell the buyer to look to the hoof? 

In 1858, Mr. Russell was called to reside in a tropical 
country for five years, and there it was the universal cllstom 
to use horses that had never been shod. These horses, how
ever, were not used for draught. He discovered that it was 
unnecessary to shoe saddle horses, and that the various 
common hoof diseases known here were there entirely un
known. He declared as the result of his study that the horse 
if properly shod would sland upon tbe frog. In explainiug 
his reasons for this helief, Mr. Russell said: "The hoof is a 

horn box in which tbe true foot rests. Tbe hoof grows out 
of the coronary band, which is located just where the hail' 
and the hoof meet; the foot has a single finger, and the hoof 
is the tinger nail; its lowpr part has no use but to be worn 
away, and it is continually renewed. Tbe band at the back 
side of the hoof is continued downward, and forms the frog, 
wlJicb rests between the two sides of the heel." He con
demned the usual shoeing wi th toe and heel calks, in that 
the latter takes the frog out of action entirely. Action and 
motion are the law of life, and an inactive frog soon be
comes hard, lifeless, useless. He objected to Professor 
Wood's exhibition of horse shoes, and said it was a slander 
on American farriers. 'fbe English rarely use tbe toe calk, 
and the result is that the real' of the hoof is raised too high, 
changing the line of support and btingiug a great and un
natural leverage upon the joint. It is no wonder that Lon
don is called the "hell of borses," and that the London 
Omnibus Company buys its horses at five years old and sells 
them, used up, at eight or nine. Our own use of the heel 
and toe calk is bad, but not so bad as the use of the heel calk 
alone. The result of heel calks, he said, is knowu as "corns," 
but it is a. misnomer. It is a common and very annoying 
disease. Another result of such shoeing is the contraction 
of the hoof. The farrier advises more iron. Iron caused it, 
and he increases the weight; then comes a leather pad, 
whicll sbuts off the natural perspiration of the foot, and 
then tar is used, but none of them broaden the" wired in" 
heel. He was very severe in denouncing the "bar" shoe 
as cruel. It is put on to get a bearing on the frog. It works 
well temporarily, but it must be nsed continuously, and the 
result is that it presses the frog upward and produces the 
inflammation known as tbe navicular disease. Again, as 
the heel is drawn in, quarter and toe cracks follow; the foot 
begins to be "full jeweled." Inflammation goes on, then 
laminitis, then softening and dropped sole, requiring more 
iron, more leather, more tow, and more tar. 

It is easy to point out the trouble, but he also felt sure he 
could suggest a remedy. He spoke of borses of his own aud 
others, racers, who for generations have never been shod, 
except temporarily, but their feet will wear with continuous 
draught. He said Marshal Bazaine told him in Spain, seven 
years ago, tbat Napoleon would have escaped from Russia 
with his army in safety but ,for the failure of his supply of 
" roughened" or "sbarpened" horse shoes. His horses, 
being without sboes, broke down on the roads, and disaster 
resulted. He believed the secret of success in horse shoeing 
is to follow the French and Spanish method, w hicb,is never 
to calk a shoe on the front, except for use on the ice. And 
the calk should be removed as soon as possible. The. pro
per shoe is as light as possible. Soft iron should always be 
used, for steel is too slIppery. He would put the strength 
of the shoe in the outer rim, and use as few nails as possi
ble. The hoof is elastic, and the use of an unyielding rim 
of iron prevents this action. For this reason, the unilateral 
metbod of shoeing-the nails only one side-is desirable, if 
a light shoe is used. He would bave a horse shod every 
month, and three weeks is better. 

NATURE'S oxidizers, peroxide of hydrogen and ozone are 
suggested as possible bleaching agents of the fu ture. Per
oxid e of hydrogen differs from water in composition only in 
having twice as much oxygen, with h alf of wbich it parts 
readily and becomes water. Ozone, the natural purifier of 
the air, is probably the most powerful oxidizing agent known 
and bas remarkable bleaching power. The expense of ob
taining tbese substances now prevents their extensive use for 
bleaching purposes. 
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